



Company name ‘Adam Moore’ trading as Mallorca Cycling Holidays  

Type of Activity  
Road Cycling Excursions  


Risk Assessment Overview  
Below is an overview of hazards and risk for guided group rides when cycling in Mallorca.  


How we communicate potential dangers with customers   
A verbal overview and safety briefing of the potential hazards and risks will be communicated pre-
ride to all customers. Ride leaders will try their best to communicate any potential risks or hazards 
to customers before participating in road cycling on open roads. 


The Hazards and Risks 

Weather  
Consideration is given to adverse weather conditions. Extreme heat, wind or rain (examples) that 
may force cancellation of rides. Mallorca Cycling Holidays will check weather the day before the 
rides and communicate any risks that customers need to take in to consideration. Examples are 
slippery roads from rain or debris on the road from windy conditions.   


People 

Collisions, accidents and being aware of each other on the road. Adequate space between 
customers for group riding and riding side by side. Please be extra careful going through small 
towns. It's important to keep concentration and beware of children playing or coming closer 
together through tighter roads or single track roads. 


Animals  
Please slow down and give wide birth to animals, epically horses. Be aware of stray animals 
which might run out in front of you. Slow down, obverse or stop and wait for the danger to clear. 


Road surfaces  

Be aware of uneven surfaces, holes, debris, gutters, drains and technical descends. Please be 
aware of your surroundings and point any risks to others whilst group riding. If it is too dangerous 
to point out any hazards or dangers keep both hands on the handle bars at all times. For downhill 
descends it’s really important to slow down and ride in a sensible manor and not go beyond on 
your technical capabilities. 


Cars and traffic  
Respect all Spanish road and traffic rules and do not disobey road signs, junctions or roundabout 
regulations. Its important to slow down at roundabouts and junctions and if you don’t see any 
indication from the driver we recommend to stop and asses before moving to ensure the safety of 
your self and others in the group. 




Collision/Accident 
In the event of an accident the group will stop and gather in a safe place, the ride leader will 
assess the situation before the group starts to move again. If the accident is of a serious nature an 
ambulance will be called. Emergency number in Spain is 112.


Summary  
We will try our best to outline hazards and risk to customers when cycling in Mallorca which we 
hope will help maintain everyones safely during group rides, However, it also the customers 
responsibility to ride in a safe manor and not to put themselves or others at risk and to be aware 
of their surroundings and potential risks which they may incur when cycling in Mallorca. 


Use common sense, have fun and a safe trip when cycling in Mallorca  


